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Sourced from a single vineyard in Rhymney, 40 minutes’ drive from Mount Langi Ghiran, the 
2015 Bradach Pinot Noir marks the 8th vintage of this wine and the 2nd under our Spinoff range.

This Pinot Noir vineyard is planted to a rare and ancient clone. James Brady (owner of the Bradach 
property) planted the vines in 1983 under the guidance of Trevor Mast, his distant cousin. With 
cuttings taken from the Bests vineyard in Great Western, little did James know that he had his hands 
on one of the world’s oldest plantings of Pinot Noir, the clone predates phylloxera and produces 
classic Pinot Noir bunches, smaller than a baby’s fist! Planted on the cool south facing slopes among 
the shale and gravel reefs of Ryhmney the vineyard is a notoriously shy bearer. So much so that this 
Pinot Noir is only released in the best years. Some vintages had only 30 dozen produced.

Grapes are sorted and harvested by hand, with 2015 providing a smaller Pinot harvest, the decision 
was made to complete a 100 per cent whole bunch (uncrushed grapes, stems and all) fermentation. By 
leaving the fruit intact, the berries begin their fermentation internally, producing floral and 
perfumed aromas that seem to ‘lift’ the wine out of the glass, adding character and finesse. In keeping 
with Burgundian tradition, we begin crushing the fruit by foot, a process the French call pigeage, 
referring to the motion of gently working the fruit with your feet. This is where the influence of the 
stems comes into play adding depth and lushness to the structure of the wine. Fermentation is then 
completed in barrel and the finished wine matured in oak for 12 months. This wine was bottled 
without filtration. 

The result is a silky and ethereal Pinot Noir with beguiling perfume. Fresh and vibrant red fruits 
gambol across the palate, layered with savoury spice and chewy tannins.  
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